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After the upper coal seam mining, stress concentrations under
the residual pillar generate an inhomogeneous stress field and
the stress on the tunnel increases. This can lead to tunnel
destruction if the external forces exceed the strength of the
composite rock–bolt bearing structure (CRBBS). The Weibull
distribution function was introduced to modify the calculation
formula of the CRBBS strength and stress distribution of the
CRBBS. The radial stress within the CRBBS under the
inhomogeneous stress field was calculated. The tunnel
instability coefficient () was derived to quantitatively
describe the relationship among the tunnel position, tunnel
parameters, support parameters, and rock mechanical
properties. The coefficient is the ratio of the maximum radial
stress within CRBBS to the CRBBS strength; the CRBBS is
stable only when <1. The instability coefficient of the 21178
return tunnel Huopu colliery was calculated to obtain the
optimised support parameters.The bolt strength was adjusted
from 335MPa to 500MPa and the bolt length was changed
from 2.2m to 2.5m; thus, the large deformation of the 21178
return tunnel was controlled. The optimum distance between
the 21178 return tunnel and the pillar edge was at least
12.4m. The proposed method was validated by comparison
with results by the tunnel stability index method (>20m),
abutment pressure influence edge method (14.6m), and rateo
fstress change method (>16.2m). Since the resistance of the
bolt support is quantified, the tunnel position evaluated by
the tunnel instability coefficient is more practical.

Keywords: Gob pillar; CRBBS; tunnel instability
coefficient; optimization of support parameters; tunnel
position

1 Introduction

In many mining areas in China, such as the Datong,
Jinglong, Pingdingshan, and Handan areas, mining of
closely-spaced coal seams (CSCS) is common; in CSCS

the seam separation is less than or equal to the depth of the
floor damage zone formed during the mining of the upper coal
seam (Kang et al.,2011, Tan et al., 2010). In the past few years,
high-intensity mining enabled by the development of highly
efficient and highly productive mining techniques have
exhausted many of the easily exploitable underground coal
deposits. This has greatly increased the importance of CSCS
(Li et al., 2005, Zhao et al., 1998).

One of the most common and complex problems in CSCS
mining is the stress distribution under the upper gob pillar
as well as the position and support for the tunnel; these
issues have been studied extensively. Wilson (1983)
proposed a method to help design underground structures
such as tunnels, face supports, and pillars in coal mines.
This method was tested in a number of mines. Lu et al. (1993)
used a coefficient, derived from regression analysis of many
field projects, to evaluate the stability of tunnel–pillar
distances. Suchowerska et al.(2013) examined the factors
that affect the magnitude and distribution of the pressure
below the gob pillars. Liuet al. (2016) presented a numerical
simulation of the stress distribution of the lower seams
below a pillar and the diffusion angle of the pillar floor. Fang
et al.(2016) used tests on a scaled model to analyse the
displacement and stresses in the rocks surrounding a
highway tunnel adjacent to an overlying mined-out thin coal
seam and evaluated the stability control methods. Mathey
and Merwe (2016) analysed the calculation of pillar strength
and established an effective narrow-reef platinum mining
pillar design systems of the south African. Yan et al. (2015)
conducted simulations on the support effect of several
support parameters and tunnel positions. The conclusions
reached by that study provided guidance for tunnel position
and support design in the lower coal seam. In a theoretical
study of tunnel position and design, Zhang et al. (2012)
discovered that a tunnel located in a heterogeneous stress
field formed by the upper coal seam pillar was more prone to
damage than a tunnel in a uniform stress field. Xie et al.
(2016) analyzed the breaking and forming process of
distinguishing key block structures in close spaced coal
seams and established an integrated mechanical model of
distinguishing structures.
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In summary, many studies drew meaningful conclusions
in relation to the stress distribution below the upper gob pillar
as well as the tunnel position and support. However, much of
the research in this area has been on tunnels without
supporting structures and on tunnels driven outside the gob-
pillar stress field. Such studies neglect the effect of the bolt
support on the mechanics and the position of the tunnel.
Moreover, the tunnels defined by traditional methods are
commonly located outside the gob-pillar edge, which means
that the cost of resources incurred by the wider gob pillar is
not evaluated. Where tunnels have to be driven in areas
influenced by gob-pillar stress, suitable support methods
must be used to ensure their safety. Consequently,
quantitative research on the relationships between the pillar
dimensions, tunnel position, tunnel support parameters, and
tunnel stability can have extremely important implications for
tunnel safety in CSCS. Accordingly, in this study the tunnel
and bolts were considered as a whole unit to quantitatively
analyse the relationship among the tunnel position, tunnel
parameters, support parameters, and rock mechanical
properties. Using this method on a coal mine case study, the
bolt array pitch was optimized and the severe deformation in
the return tunnel was alleviated.

2. Calculation theory
After tunnel excavation, bolts with suitable preload are
installed in the surrounding rock to maintain the tunnel
stability. For a circular tunnel, multiple bolts of appropriate
length are installed in the tunnel wall; by incorporating the
bolts into the surrounding rock, a unified structure, the
composite rock-bolt bearing structure (CRBBS) as expressed
in Fig.1 is formed. The CRBBS is homogeneous in the circles
of broken rock around the tunnel formed by tunnel
excavation. The support of the bolts for the inner surface of
the tunnel is uniformly distributed.

strength of the surrounding rock. In the destruction of a
CRBBS, the unified bearing ability of a rock–bolt structure
should be considered rather than solely the rock damage. A
homogeneous CRBBS follows the Mohr-Coulomb yield
criterion and the surrounding rock is an isotropic
homogeneous plane strain medium without any creep or
viscosity. In a CRBBS, as shown in Fig.2, the stress in the
surrounding rock and the cohesion and internal friction angle
of the bearing structure is improved by the bolts (Hou, 2013).
This is aided by the strength envelope of the surrounding
rock shifting from line a to line b. The vertical stress, 1, and
the horizontal stress, 3, at any point in the CRBBS will
change with any perturbation caused by an external force. As
the radius of the Mohr stress circle of the CRBBS increases
with increasing vertical stress or decreasing horizontal stress,
the destruction of the CRBBS will occurs once the Mohr
stress circle reaches the strength envelope of the CRBBS.

Fig.1 Illustration of CRBBS cross section

The Breakthrough-point theory proposed by Yang et al.
(2013) and Shanget al. (2014) states that the destruction of a
structure originates from one or several specific points where
the stress within the rock mass reaches or exceeds the

Fig.2 Stress and strength in a CRBBS
 (a is the strength curve of the rock and b is the strength curve of

the CRBBS)

Fig.3 shows the inhomogeneous stress field (p) caused
by stress distribution below the pillar that remains after the
upper coal seam has been mined. The load under the pillar
gradually decreases as the tunnel–pillar distance increases
and the vertical stress in the floor strata also decreases.
Analogous to tunnels under asymmetrical loading, the stress
within the CRBBS would increase unevenly in this
heterogeneous stress field and this would probably damage

Fig.3 Layout of a tunnel in closely-spaced coal seams
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the tunnel support structure located in the rock stratum below
the upper gob pillar or in the lower coal seam (Yang et al.,
2015). Accordingly, in a tunnel below a gob pillar, the CRBBS
is subjected to increased stress caused by the
inhomogeneous stress field; once the stress within the
CRBBS reaches or exceeds the ultimate strength of the
CRBBS the tunnel will collapse. The strength of the CRBBS
is influenced by the physical and mechanical characteristics
of the surrounding rock, the tunnel size, and the support
parameters. The maximum radial stress within the CRBBS is
determined mainly by the load on the gob pillar, the position
of the tunnel, and the support parameters. If the strength of
the CRBBS is larger than the maximum radial stress within the
CRBBS, the CRBBS will remain stable and safe.

2.1 CRBBS GEOMETRY AND STRESS DISTRIBUTION

(1) CRBBS geometric parameters
As illustrated in Fig.1, a number of bolts, , are emplaced

in each semi-circular tunnel section. The bolt interval can be
expressed as

... (1)

where Da is the bolt interval and r is the radius of the tunnel.
Equation (2) describes the radial thickness of the CRBBS:

... (2)

where T is the thickness of the CRBBS, L is the length of the

bolt, and t ( ) is the thickness of the conical

compression zone around the bolt head.
The supporting strength of the bolts can be expressed as

... (3)

where Pi is the supporting strength of the bolts, Da is the
array pitch of the bolt, d is the bolt diameter, and b is the
tensile strength of the bolt.

(2) Calculation of CRBBS strength
A mechanical analysis based on half of the CRBBS is

shown in Fig.4; the CRBBS is subjected to a vertical force
and to the homogeneous stress field, and is supported by the
underlying strata (Cheng et al., 2015). Assuming that Fw is
the vertical force supporting the tunnel, Fq is the vertical
component of the force overlying the CRBBS, and Fb is the
radial force of the bolt support. Because the external force on
the CRBBS can achieve horizontal self-balance, a necessary
condition to balance the external force is the equilibrium of
the vertical forces. This can be expressed as

2 Fw = Fq+Fb ... (4)

The expressions for Fw, Fq, and Fb can be written as

... (5)

... (6)

... (7)

where f (x) is a distribution function describing the increment
of the radial stress along the CRBBS cross section, and x is
the distance from a certain point to the tunnel surface along
the CRBBS cross section. Substituting Eq. (5), (6), and (7) into
Eq. (4) we obtain

... (8)

The strength of the CRBBS can be expressed as (Cheng,
2015) :

...9
where c is the rock cohesion (MPa),  is the rock internal
friction angle, and  is a coefficient defined by the hydrostatic
pressure.

In the literature (Cheng et al., 2015) the radial stress is
defined as f(x)=ax which is a simplified representation of the
actual situation; therefore, a more accurate function, the
Weibull distribution function, is introduced to describe the
strength of the CRBBS. Previous work showed that when
x<xc in the Weibull distribution function the increment of the

Fig.4 Mechanical model for composite rock-bolt bearing structure
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Assuming that the tunnel is located below the lower right part of the gob pillar, the maximum stress on the CRBBS would
be in the left semi-circle in Fig.4. The rectangular and polar coordinates can be transformed using Eq. (20) and the stresses can
be expressed in polar coordinates as Eq. (21).
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In polar coordinates with the origin at R (j, k), the centre of the tunnel, the radial stress can be described by:
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2.3 TUNNEL INSTABILITY COEFFICIENT

According to the calculations
presented in previous sections, the
stress at any point within the CRBBS
can be expressed as

 ' "
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... (23)

and the radial stress on the surface of
the CRBBS can be represented by

 R
T T    ... (24) Fig.6 Diagram showing the load distribution on a pillar
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When the maximum radial stress Tmax is less than the
strength of the CRBBS, the CRBBS will remain stable. If this
is not the case, the CRBBS will collapse. A safety factor
(Cheng et al., 2003), with a range of 1-2, is introduced to
ensure the integrity of the CRBBS.This factor is reflected in
Eq. (25):

... (25)

The tunnel instability coefficient, , can be defined as

... (26)

After substituting Eqs. (16), (17), and (22) into Eq. (26),
the tunnel instability coefficient can be solved.

The tunnel remains intact if  >1. The relationships among
the pillar dimensions, tunnel position, tunnel support
parameters, and tunnel stability are determined by Eq. (26).
After the parameters are assigned according to the simulation,
the tunnel’s position can be determined, the CRBBS can be
designed, and the tunnel's stability can be predicted.

3. Study case
3.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY SITE

The Huopu colliery is located in Guizhou Province,
China. There are five workable coal seams: #3, #7, #12, #14,
and #17. The thickness of coal seams#14 and #17are 3.75m
and 6m, respectively. with a 14.1-m-thick clayey siltstone
layer between them (Fig.7). Working face 21178 is in coal
seam #17 and is buried 484m underground. Working faces
21145 and 21146 in coal seam #14 have been mined and there
is a residual pillar with a width of 15 m. The width of the
protective pillar under the residual pillar is 18m. Working face
21177 is located to the left of the pillar in coal seam #17; the
distance between the haulage lane of 21177 and the edge of
the pillar in face #14 is 15m. During mining operations, the
deformation of the haulage lane of 21177 was small, with a
horizontal deformation and vertical deformation of 265 and

183 mm, respectively. Working face 21177 is located to the
right of the pillar and was the last working face along coal
seam#17. To reduce the width of the coal pillar in seam #17,
the distance between the 21178 return tunnel and the pillar
edge was adjusted to 10m (the coordinates of the tunnel’s
central point R are (21.3, 20.1)). The 21178 return tunnel is
arch shaped with a bottom width of 4.6 m, two ribs height of
0.8 m, and an arch radius of 2.3 m. The tunnel is supported
by bolts. The parameters for the bolt assembly are as
follows: the bolt diameter is 20 mm, bolt length is 2200 mm,
tensile strength is 335 MPa, and bolt interval is 700 mm; the
array pitch is 700 mm with 11 bolts per pitch and end
anchoring. During excavation driving, the tunnel surface
suffered significant deformation and the bolts and anchor on
the roof near the pillar were broken. The grouting
reinforcement had little effect on the deformation control and
the safety of the excavation operation was severely impaired.
The parameters of 21178 return tunnel as shown in Fig.8.

Fig.7 Cross section diagram showing the coal seams, mining faces, and return tunnel

Fig.8 Tunnel shape and initial support parameters

3.2 TUNNEL INSTABILITY COEFFICIENT

CALCULATION AND SUPPORT OPTIMIZATION

We assume that the stress
distribution on the pillar after the
mining of working face 21146 was
symmetric with that of the stress
distribution after the mining of 21145.
The stress distribution after the mining
of 21145 was measured by a perforate
stress gauge and is shown in Fig.9
(dashed line), along with the curve of
the stress on the gob pillar (solid blue
line).

The tunnel can be reduced to an
arch-shaped tunnel for convenience.
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The equivalent radius of the arched tunnel is 2.57m. The
parameters of the 21178 return tunnel are shown in Table I.

adjusted from 335MPa to 500MPa and the length of the bolt
was changed from 2.2m to 2.5m; at this point, = 0.982 while
the other parameters were fixed.
3.3 STRATA CONTROL OBSERVATIONS

As a result of our study, the optimization scheme was
imposed in the mine. During the excavation of the tunnel after
supporting parameters optimization, the subsidence of the
roof and convergence of the two sides were 82 mm and 211
mm, respectively. The subsidence of the pillar rib and the
convergence of the working face rib were 115 mm and 96 mm,
respectively (expressed as in Fig.10). These results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimization scheme.

4. Discussion
Four methods are commonly used to evaluate or determine
the safe position for a tunnel under a gob pillar: the pressure
boundary method (Zhang et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2015), change
rate of stress method (CRSM) (Zhang, 2008), and tunnel
stability index method (TSIM) (Lu et al., 1993).
4.1 OUTLINE OF THE FOUR METHODS

(1) Pressure boundary method
In the abutment pressure boundary method (APBM) and

deviator stress boundary method (DSBM), the tunnel is
located outside the zone affected by the pillar load. Fig.11
illustrates the APBM. In the in homogeneous field caused by
the gob-pillar stress, a stress of 0.1 p is assumed to have no
influence on the tunnel and is regarded to be the influence
boundary. The tunnel should be located outside of the zone
affected by the pillar load. DSBM, similar to APBM, sets a
deviator stress boundary and places the tunnel beside the
boundary. Here, for brevity we use APBM as an example.

Fig.9 Curves showing the stress caused by mining and the stress on
the gob pillar

TABLE I PARAMETERS OF 21178 RETURN TUNNEL

H/m 484 c*/MPa 4.03
K1 2.6 */° 32.8
K2 0 L/m 2.2
K3 2.6 d/m 0.02
x1 6.5 b/MPa 335
x2 0  13
x3 5 Db/m 0.9
x4 0 n 1.4
x5 6.5 j 21.57

xp/m 20 k 20.1
r/m 2.57

Fig.10 Deformation and velocity in the return tunnel after parameter optimization

Substituting the parameters in
Table1 into Eq.(26), the tunnel
instability coefficient, , is 1.122 (i.e.,
the coefficient is greater than 1.0)
which indicates that the 21178 return
tunnel is unstable. Based on the
tunnel instability coefficient, the
reason for the large deformation of the
tunnel can be concluded as follows:
(1) the distance between the 21178
return tunnel and the upper pillar edge
is small; therefore, the stress on the
CRBBS exceeds the strength of the
CRBBS. (2) The support structure is
not strong enough to sustain the
overhead stress. After analysing the
damage mechanism, an optimization
scheme that included adjustments to
the bolt strength and bolt length was
proposed: The bolt strength was
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Based on APBM, the position of the tunnel can be
described as

s > hcot ... (27)
where  (22-55°) is the angle of the stress influence zone, 
increases as the abutment pressure increases, and the pillar
width decreases.

For the conditions of the Huopu colliery, the influence
angle is assumed to be 36°; then, the distance between the
21178 return tunnel and the pillar edge (denoted here as the
21178 distance) should be 14.6 m.
(2) TSIM

As shown in Eq.(28), the ratio of maximum pressure at the
tunnel position before excavation (max) over the uniaxial
compressive strength (c) is defined as the tunnel stability
index (A). The relation between the stability level and tunnel
stability index is shown in Table II. For the 21178 return
tunnel, the maximum pressure at the tunnel position before
excavation is 3.46 MPa and the uniaxial compressive strength
is 7.38 MPa. Consequently, the tunnel stability index is 0.468,
indicating instability. According to Eq.(21) and Eq. (28), the
tunnel is stable only when the 21178 distance is more than
20m.

 
  max ,

=
P P

x y

c

A
 

 ... (28)

TABLE II SURROUND ROCK STABILITY LEVEL

Stability level Tunnel stability index (A)
Stability <0.25
Middle stability 0.25~0.4
Instability 0.4~0.65

Fig.11 Diagram illustrating the APBM

(4) Tunnel instability coefficient method (TICM)
Through TICM, the changes in the stress distribution and

the strength reinforcement by the bolts is quantified.
According to Eq.(26), the horizontal coordinate of the tunnel
centre is 23.7 while the tunnel instability coefficient is fixed
to 1 and the vertical distance between the 21178 return tunnel
and pillar floor is 20.1; thus, the 21178 distance is 12.4m.

(3) CRSM
When determining the influence of the support structure

for a tunnel located close to the coal seam, the extent of the
stress inequality is as significant as the position of the tunnel
beside the zone affected by the pillar load. The inequality
extent can be evaluated by the change in stress along the x
direction:

 ( )xd
K

dx


                ... (29)

where  (x) is the stress
distribution function in the pillar
floor, and x is the horizontal
distance between the edge of
the pillar and the tunnel. Here,
we assume that K = 0.22 is the
critical value. The distance
between the 21178 return tunnel
and the pillar edge is 18.6m.

Fig.12 Comparison of the optimal ‘21178 distance’ calculated by
TSCM, CRSM, APBM, and TICM

4.2 Discussion
The 21178 distance calculated by the four methods (Fig.12)
was compared to current locations of the 21178 return tunnel
and the 21177 haulage gateway. The geo-engineering
conditions of the 21177 haulage gateway are similar to those
of the 21177 return tunnel except for the distance between
each tunnel and the pillar edge, resulting in different
deformation control effects: there is less deformation in the
21177 haulage gateway (21177 distance 15m) compared to the
deformation near the 21178 return tunnel (21178 distance
10m).

The 21178 distance calculated by APBM is 14.6m, which
is close to the current position of the 21177 haulage gateway;
thus, the APBM result is in agreement with the 21178 return
tunnel location. However, the value of the influence angle is
determined empirically and therefore contains an uncertainty.
While the 21178 distances determined by TSCM and CRSM
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have a higher safety factor and are both large than 15 m, the
loss of coal is also higher. The stress boundary and the extent
of stress inequality are both considered in CRSM, but the
relation between the stress changes and tunnel stability was
not discussed in Xu (2015).

The 21178 distance assigned by TICM is 12.4m, which
may lead to tunnel damage, since at this distance the stress
on the CRBBS exceeds the CRBBS strength. TICM can be
seen as a combination of APBM and TSCM. As the
reinforcement of bolts is considered, the strength of the
structure consisting of the surrounding rock and the bolts is
quantified. Therefore, the result produced byTICM is more
practical and it is easier to control the pillar width of the lower
coal seam. Moreover, TICM can be used to evaluate the
stability of existing tunnels and to design support
optimization. However, as this method has many inadequacies
in optimal matching of the tunnel position with the support
parameters, this method could be improved by combining it
with a mathematical model of optimal selection.

5 Conclusions
Combined with the Weibull distribution function, we modified
the calculation formula of the strength of a CRBBS and the
calculation formula of the stress distribution of the tunnel
CRBBS under a load from the upper pillar. The radial stress
within the CRBBS under an inhomogeneous stress field
caused by a residual pillar is calculated.

The tunnel instability coefficient () is derived to
quantitatively describe the relationship among the tunnel
position, tunnel parameters, support parameters, and the rock
mechanical properties. The value of the coefficient is the ratio
of the maximum radial stress within the CRBBS to the strength
of the CRBBS; the CRBBS is stable only when  < 1. Using
the tunnel instability coefficient, the stability limit condition
of the 21178 return tunnel is estimated as a guide for the
optimization of the support parameters. As a result, the large
deformation of the 21178 return tunnel is controlled.

According to TICM, the optimum distance between the
21178 return tunnel and the pillar edge is 12.4 m; thus, the
current 21178 distance (10m) is not large enough to prevent
damage to the tunnel. The proposed method is verified by
comparing its results with those calculated by three other
methods. As the resistance from the bolt to the
inhomogeneous stress field is calculated, the tunnel position
evaluated by the tunnel instability coefficient is more
accurate.
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